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Appendix 18 

Quran: All You Need For Salvation 

The words of the Quran speak in 19:64, saying, “We come down in accord-
ance with the commandments of your Lord. To Him belongs the past, present, 
and the future. Your Lord never forgets.” God did not forget, for example, to    
tell us how to sleep (18:109, 31:27). Yet, the fabricators of such false doctrine as 
Hadith & Sunna have come up with religious teachings dictating to their fol-
lowers how to sleep, and even how to cut your nails. The Sacred Mosque in 
Mecca and the illegal “Sacred Mosque” of Medina, hire some individuals to seek 
out the exhausted visitors and beat them with a stick if they fall asleep on the 
wrong side! 

The Quran proclaims that the Quran is complete, perfect, and fully detailed 
(6:19, 38, 114, 115; 50:45), and that religious regulations not specifically instituted 
in the Quran constitute a religion other than Islam, i.e., Submission (42:21, 
17:46). The true believers uphold the Quran, the whole Quran, and nothing but 
the Quran. This principle is confirmed by the Quran’s mathematical code. Verse 
46 of Sura 17 proclaims that we shall uphold the Quran ALONE. The word 
“ALONE” occurs in the Quran 6 times: 7:70, 17:46, 39:45, 40: 12 & 84, and 60:4. 
All these occurrences refer to God, except 17:46. When we add the numbers of 
suras and verses which refer to “GOD ALONE,” we get 361, 19x19. This proves 
that 17:46 refers to “the Quran ALONE.” 

**************************** 

Appendix 19  
Hadith & Sunna: Satanic Innovations 

The Quran informs us that some enemies of the Prophet, described as   
“human and jinn devils,” will fabricate lies and attribute them to the Prophet 
(6:112, 25:31). This is precisely what happened after the prophet Muhammad’s 
death; Hadith (oral) and Sunna (actions) were invented and attributed to the 
Prophet. Hadith and Sunna are satanic innovations because they: [1] defy the 
divine assertions that the Quran is complete, perfect, fully detailed, and shall be 

Which Hadith, other than God and His revelations, do they uphold? 

[45:6]  
The Quran is not a fabricated Hadith; ...it details everything. 

[12:111]  
Some people uphold vain Hadith to divert others from the path of God. 

[31:6]  
The only Sunna to follow shall be God’s Sunna. 

[17:77, 33:62, 48:23, 6:114] 
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the only source of religious guidance (6:19, 38, 114 & 45:6-7), [2] blaspheme 
against the Prophet and depict him as a vicious tyrant who did not uphold the     
Quran, and [3] create false doctrines based on superstition, ignorance, and in-
defensible nonsensical traditions. The prophet Muhammad was enjoined, in very   
strong words, from issuing any religious teachings besides the Quran (69:38-48). 

Some Muslims compromise: “If a Hadith agrees with the Quran we will ac-          
cept it, and if it contradicts the Quran, we will reject it!” Such premise proves       
that these people do not believe God’s assertions that the Quran is “complete,   
perfect and fully detailed.” The moment they seek guidance from anything be-            
sides the Quran, no matter how “right” it seems, they fall into Satan’s trap (see    
63:1). For they have rejected God’s word and set up another god besides God   
(18:57). See Appendix 33. 

The Quran’s mathematical miracle provides mathematical evidence that the    
Quran shall be our only source of religious teachings. Here are just 2 examples: 

1. “            = We did not leave anything out                    
of this book,” is in Verse 38 (19x2) and consists of 19 Arabic letters (6:38). 

2. “            = He sent down this book fully                    
detailed,” is in Verse 114 (19x6) and consists of 19 Arabic letters (6:114). 

 

********************* 

Appendix 20 

Quran: Unlike Any Other Book 

The Quran is God’s Final Testament to the world, and He has pledged to     
protect it from the slightest distortion (15:9). Thus, the Quran is surrounded by 
invisible forces that guard it and serve it (13:39, 41:42, 42:24). 

Unlike any other book, the Quran is taught by God (55:1-2); He teaches us     
what we need at the time we need it. This is why we read the Quran hundreds of   
times without getting bored. We can read a novel, for example, only once. But      
the Quran can be read an infinite number of times, and we derive new and   
valuable information from it every time. On the other hand, the insincere     
readers—those who read the Quran to find fault with it—are diverted from the      
Quran (7:146, 17:45, 18:57, 41:44). In fact, God’s invisible forces help them find      
the faults they seek. Since the Quran is perfect, such “faults” serve only to reveal        
the stupidity of God’s enemies. 

God uses His own attributes to describe the Quran; He calls the Quran             
“ ‘Azeem = Great” (15:87), “Hakeem = Full of wisdom” (36:2), “Majid = 
Glorious” (50:1), and “Karim = Honorable” (56:77). What can we say? 

Since the Quran is God’s message to all the people, regardless of their lan-    
guage, the Quran is accessible to the believers, regardless of their language   
(41:44). This explains a profound phenomenon: the believers who do not know   
Arabic know the Quran better than the Arabic speaking unbelievers. Because of       
the invisible forces serving the Quran, it is readily and enjoyably accessible to the 
sincere believers, and utterly inaccessible to the unbelievers (17:45, 18:57, 56:79). 


